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Tl1e monsoon of fashions blows ceaselessly. After easily getting the 

concise life of straight lines, we cannot help missing the profoundness 

of the curves and waves. The integration of the two enables the 

emotions toward the home to create ripples of fashion among the 

relaxed rhythms. 

BP-6001 B & BP-873B 

Rio Park 1 
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The deconstructi on or the geometric patterns, round side lines, monotonous and sort lines, 

rashionable modeling, proround and elegant deep colors are like jumping rairies in the bright 

space, gracerul and not bound by conventions, bringing incomparable sense or rashion to the 

space. Even one or the details enhances the taste or the space. 

BP-6001 B & BP-3150 

Rio Park 2  
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BP-6001 B & BM-275 

Rio Park 3  
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05 

The preference or a human life is ac tually a reflection 

of his connotation. For the concise and elegan t sofas 

in the space of fashions, no matter used separately or 

in combination, they look elegant and graceful, exac t ly 

reflecting our composure and calmness when in face or 

the urban life with g reat wisdom. 

BP-6001 A & BP-6045 & BP-902 

Rio Park 4  
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The rashionable design concept brings inrinite space 

or imagination ror the high quality rurnishing lire. Even 

a com monly seen sora is not limited within the scope 

or use, it, due to a rashionable design based on the 

comrortable use, also creates end less runctions or 

decoration while ensuring a convenient use. 

BP-6001 A & BP-6059 

Rio Park 5  
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Sit leisurely in such rashionable and comrortable space, then abundant 

sense or happiness will arise ror no reason. Or, the home master likes

natural and elegant thins, al terna tively, such reeling is inherent deep 

down inside. Open the heart and work hard, all ror possession or such a 

rashionable, elegant and comrortable home 

BP-6001 & BP-8004 

Rio Park 5 
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BP-6001 B & BP-8080 

Rio Park 6  
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Simple and through design brings the sense of 
infinite emptiness, graceful and natural. Firm 
and endurable design meets the functional use, 
beautifies the space environment, shows the 
high-tech and fashion traces of modern life and 
further reveals the master' s elaborate taste.

Detail for Rio Park

12



Minimalism is to simpliry the design 10 its nature and emphasize its inherent charm. In such a 

situation rull or modern and ruture blending, simplicity will give rise 10 rationality, order and the 

sense or proressionalism, which we call I he minimalisl rurniture design ideological trend 

BP-221 

Football Leisure Sofa  

13 

BP-8004 

Football Swivel Sofa  



BP-BK00S 

Shelves 

1 50x26x1 80cm 
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Sirrplbity and crispness is Its style, fashion and exquisiteness is Its advantage, 

yourh and liveliness is irs expressbn, whbh consders rhe young's favorite 1CO% 

and is tt1inking aoour humin oody charac�lisrbs wholty Ir perfoITTG our aesrherbs 

aoour life IncIsively and vividly and Inrerprers our unique raste 1TOsr appropriarely. 

This is 1TOdern concise furnirure 

BP-A68 

Dream Tea Table Set 

rea table 
1 81 x1 26x67 cm 

Side Table 
50x36x65cm 

Round Stool 
(J)41x43cm 

Arc Stool 
85x44x43cm 

Oval Stool 
63x45x43cm 

Triangle Stool 
62x43x43cm 

Sw,vel Cha,r 
77x71x76cm 
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BP-A68A 

Ch,nese Dream Tea Table Set 

Tea table 
181x126x67cm 

Side Table
50x36x65cm 

Swivel Chairl 
77x71x76cm 

BP-A68E 

Chinese Dream Tea Table Set 

Tea table 
173x104x66cm 

Side Table 
47x33x64cm 

Chair 1 
63x67x87cm 

Chair 2 
57x59x70cm 

With mmgrnfbent appearance corro1natbn of pracncality and on;i1naliiy irgernonus and 

barrronous pursu1rg individuality to derronstrate peaceful and insghtful op1non. 
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BP-3125 

Tea Table Set 

Tea table 
1 60x80x67 cm 

Chair 
65x69x76cm 

05 

Side Table 
50x36x65cm 

Assign corciseness am clispness to the n 
. . . 

e.N defIrnton of rumitwe � . 

textuie and exquisite sha . 

in�grates concise lines, fine 

. 

pe in corrpletely suitable ergonornc desi 

with fashbnable elerrents a d . 

gn, fades the coldness of space 

n inputs the classic design of rrode t 

eleganr, leisuiely and intellgenr space 

m um[uie so as to construct an 
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BP-8081 

Leisure Time 

Lounge Soia 
150x64x70cm 

Tea Table 
1 50x55x64cm 

07 

Storage Stool 
42x52x34crn 

Clean line, p::)lnt, plane <Xlrrb1nations bnrg unparallel€d sense of conciSeness and comfon:. While the blendirg of <Xllor and 

matenal cof11)ro1Tises rhe ranonality an::1 ri;;Jidity that seem excessrve org1nally ard adds somewhat warmn ard genne. Such 

subtle change 1s available to feel even In service. 
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BP-8028A 

Leisure & Tea 

Left Corner Sofa 
91x96x71cm 

Right Corner Sofa 
91x96x71cm 

/1/c Corner Sofa 
122x122x71 cm 

09 

Double Middle Sofa Tea Table with Marble Top
1 41 x71 x71 cm 1 30x75x65cm 

Ottoman Armrest with Storage 
71 x71x31 cm 31x91x71 cm 

-, 

Dual funcrions of uUlity and decorarion aiB always rco anracrive ro be put aside, just like ttle rome 

prodLCt 1n front. The ciBanve pattern design enables it to bland 1n any fashion space, while the 

elegant overall desgn albws 1t to escape from space, ordinary but rot ignorable. 

iO 



61x58x78cm <D62x60cm 

BP-278 

Colosseo Leisure Set 

IteMA Series 
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The arnable, natural ard rrodern hgh-nse h:lrres no bngerexpress their desires forcorrton: by the vanity. A squa1e and a 

comer on:en fird me1r unity 1n the fu rctbns and gcod tastes. Expenenc1ng a kind of simple and natural life s tyle hdden under 

the uroan prosperity ong1nates from a comfortable feeling of the inner hean:. 

BP-8082 

Roma Sofa 

186x76x72cm 

1 75x71x72cm 

77x76x72cm 

1 00x60x45cm 

45x45x45cm 

02 



BP-8031 

Roma Soia 

77x76x72cm 130x76x72cm 1 00x60x45cm 45x45x45cm 

Tasrirg the rhythm, between IWe ard living, this series of producrs is bestowed with classic ard rrodern styles. In This series 

of matching products, we choose rrodern ard classic styles, ard at trie same tim,, we make brave innovarions in trie 

corrbinarbn of materials, to give a i:eaceful, grand, elegant ard harrronious hom, atmospriere by different ways.

03 

BP-3126 

Roma dining set 

60x60x76cm 200x1 00x76cm 

04 



BP-8036 

Roma Soia 

7lx76x72cm 

05 

1 30x76x72cm 1 00x60x45cm 45x45x45cm 

All kirds of furniture products 

1 

can 1nteg . 

ines and planes . 

rate dnerent styles c 

c onsntute the st 

lear-cut 

shapes seem casual and ta 

rong ard graceful profile. Irregular 

ndom but .. 

ard poised fee lings 

ong1nal and surprising 

are secured with sim 

Compact 

Whcheverdes1gn is perti . 

pie geometric designs 

ect in quality. 

BP-3127 

Colosseo Sofa ___ _ 

75x74x72cm (!)101x75cm 
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Life should be comfortable for irself, just like 

seekirg forthe original source of the flowing 

wa�r Nor being form over substance, the 

parson in [ knows the natural fashion sense ar 

me very beginning. 

BP-8083 

Colosseo Sofa 

21 0x11 0x72cm 
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75x74x72cm 

<D81x60cm 
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Noble ard dgnity is neKher from the excess of decoration nor the shallow hyp:>crisy, but 

from the 1nterorof the heart of people with characters of elegance ard trad�ion which are 

aesthetics from history and culture accum.Jlatbn. 

09 

BP-3128 

Colosseo Dining Set 

61x58x78cm 

BP-3128-A 

Colosseo o,n,ng Set 

61x58x78cm 

160x85x75cm 

<D101x75cm 

BP-8084 

Colosseo Sofa 

7'.D<73x68cm 14 2x 73x68cm <D80x46cm 

The reasons why desgners exercise the connotation of history and genuineness of noble to ensure outstarding 

attributes of sofas for your superbr ard unique taste are that they Know noble and dignity originates from long 

studying of history ard human�ies, grace ard elegance derives from rraterialism and trueness. 

iO 



The active space im,okes the aspiration for the marrorable wamTh, f r.iedorn peace, qu�e, health and unconstraint 

life whbh are deeply insde of the heart, and rraKes the space w�h unlimitlld potential power and fashion. 

BP-3020A 

Colosseo Din,ng Sec 

58x56x70cm 

11 

<D82x77cm 

BP-3131 

Colosseo D,n,ng Set 

61x63x83cm 160x85x75cm 

12 



BP-3129 

Coiosseo Dining Set 

58x61x79cm 

13 

120x80x7 4cm 

A house resrored rhe nature of IWe, leisure and grace, is 

unsealed to ard aspir.d by people. The originality of life 

which carries all the close relarbnships and affecrbns 

of hurran be1rgs directs rhe designers to integrally 

consider about the ultimate associations of space, 

culture, nature and people 

BP-3129-A 

Colosseo Din,ng Sec 

58x61 x79cm 80x80x73cm 

14 



57x56x89cm 90x90x75cm 
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Classical Sota 



BP-8034 

Classical Sofa 

1 54x98x83cm 

01 

1 54x98x83cm 90x90x83cm 67x98x83cm 112x72x43cm 

BP-8022 

Classical Sofa 

11 2x94x83cm 

BP-3050 

Class,cal o,n,ng Set 

60x65x85cm 

1 80x94x83cm 

1 64x104x74cm 

113x72x73cm 

02 



BP-3058 

Classical Dining Set 

63x65x85cm 

03 

1 60x90x75cm 

Keep close to toth grade and comfort; stbk to me 1TOst natural att�ude; albw inhabitants to 
stretch out and relax fully; start from the product concept of harmony of people, nature and 
space to be unificatbn 

BP-3132 

Classical Dining Set 

62x64x86cm 183x93x77 cm 

04 



People wirh inrellecrualiry require rhe living space ro be designed nor 
only lively and acrive bur also graceful and rasteful Jusr like an deal 
scene of a play, even a word shoud be deliberately considered or 
Thoroughly rehearsed ro srrive for perfection on rhe perform All rhe 
pleasure errbedded in rhe play which is presented ro rhe audience 
is expressed in a reasonable manner which should be memorable 
over a long rime.

BP-890A

Elegant Sofa Set

156x85x70cm 218x8 5x7 Qcm 65x71x31 cm

05
06



BP-6058

Elegant Laybed

49x49x44cm

BP-3135

Elegant Dining Set

199x94x77cm 48x61x88cm

07

Unique material comple co b r marching up.smoorh.brighr 
line and side coherence,shows all rhe ingious dea and 
endiess modem beauty

203x72x31 cm

\
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BP-M12 

Classical Sofa 

98x98x70cm 

09 

160x98x70cm 100x98x70cm 11 5x65x23cm 

The life is so calm a rd touching, whbh rreans crBation of passion, 

hgherquality and standards. What 111e calm life chooses Is always 

what is rrosr suitable ro oursetves. Somerirres, It is sirrple or luxurbus 

Bur no marrer what rime it is, it is calm wi1t1 born elegance. 

BM-587 

Class,cal Dining Set 

59x67x88cm 1 80x90x75cm 

iO 
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BP-8015A 

Ear1 Soia 

134x80x79cm 

134x80x79cm 

l l 2x120x79cm 

11 0x65x50cm 

12 



Driven by me aavam€d sc1emif1c prcgress ana nerds of rums, we spare n o  efforts to 

integrate the original deas of human 14nd with the a 1\/ersifled culture, to exhibit your own tastes 

ard create your own life of fashionable hom.9 furnishing 

13 

BP-8085 

Earl Sofa 

143x75x87cm 120x70x47cm 

-- -----

64x75x87cm 

BP-3122 

Earl Din,ng Set 

61x67x88cm 160x90x75cm 

14 
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BP-602 

Earl Lounge 

16 
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BP-660 

Ger Lounge 

21 0x21 0x70cm 

ct>115x35cm 

) 
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19 

Tile deconstruction of the geom.9tlic patterns, round side lines, 

rronotonous and soft lines, fashionable rrodelirg, profound and 

elegant deep colors are like jurrping fairies in the blight space, 

graceful and not bound by conventions, bringing incomparable 

sense of fashbn to the space. Even one of the details enharces the 

taste of the space. 

BP-8028 

c1ass,ca1 Sofa 

20 



BP-8086 

Free Sofa 

21 

199x86x81 cm 93x86x81cm 

--

··•------'•·· ·�

I I : : • • :�;;:: • • ! 

11 4x69x37 cm 

Lake, river, garden, foresr, all SLJ:)h acnve e lerrents, -- are p:>ured inro producrs and life. 
Narure, rhe Infectious \!I/Ord, conforms ro all llabirs of soul reading 

BP-3136 

Robe Dining Set 

57x55x128cm 57x56x89cm 1 60x90x75cm 

22 



56x61x77cm (J)62x60cm 

©V<BJLI Series 
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01 

BP-867 

Dubai Sofa Set 

1 35x83x80cm 

1 35x83x80cm 

66x83x80cm 

83x83x80cm 

11 0x65x56cm 

02 



BP-886D 

Dubai Sofa Sec 

184x97x11 0cm 

03 

100x100x78cm 

�:-:1,::,:,:;.. 
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·\·:::•:.;: •.:·::: ::·:,:·� . .. 

<D90x56cm 

BP-8079 

Dubai So1a Set 

150x76x81 cm 74x76x81cm 

Pornm)e ard rarbn are mixing here incoq:oranng things of 

dillires,outsrarding ard unque w�h attention to the creating of 

quality and showing honor and leisure. 

11 0x65x56cm 

04 



With practical applicability as the principle of design and retaining the designirg style of original furniture,every 
detail has been made perfect, not only making it both beautifu and practical but also dignified and outstanding.

BP-227 BP-227A

05

Dubai Leisure Set Dubai Leisure Set

74x76x81 cm <064x56 cm 090x56cm

06



BP-391C 

Dubai Dining Set 

56x61x77cm 

07 

<D80x73cm 

Being hanrornous,elegam,or oL�sranding,series for rranagers made Zt-ONG CHUAN3 YU 

have prodt.eed varbus prodt.ers in different sryles. They can bring spilir of invention ro you Add 

new and fresh sryues ro your wor1<ing environrrenr 

BP-391 D 

Dubai Dining Set 

56x61x77cm 16�90x71cm 

08 



BP-391 E 

Dubai D,n,ng Set 

09 

CD100x71cm 

BP-391 F 

Dubai Leisure Set 

BP-6057 

Duba, Sw,vel Lounge 

1 73x1 80x93cm 

CD64x56cm 

CD60x60cm 

iO 
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03

Assign conciseness and crispness to the new definition of furniture. It integrates concise 
lines, fine texture and exquisite shape in completely suitable ergonomic design, fades the 
coldness of space with fashionable elements and inputs the classic design of modem 
furniture so as to construct an elegant, leisurely and intelligent space.

Size:155x95x67cm Size <D 101x67cm Size: ®  60.5x60,5cm Size.155x95x67cm Size 120x60x44cm Size 120x60.5x60.5cm
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05

Being harmonbus,elegant,oroutstanding,series for managers made ZHONG CHUANG YU have 
produced various products in different styles.They can bring spirit of invention to you. Add new 
and fresh styues to >our working environment.

Size 154x94x67cm Size:120x60x44cm

06



The designers o f are dedbated to  cteate a  beautiful and bright room to catch people's 

attention with particular tender feelings of desig rers who are skilled in capturing the 
subtleties of the decorations, distinguishing small or imperceptible differences between 

layouts and the specifics of the designing.

08
07



09

A house restored the nature of life, leisure and grace, is unsealed to and aspired 
by people. The originality of life which carries all the close relationships and 
affections of human beings directs the designers to integrally consider about the 
ultimate associations of space, culture, nature and people

Size 168x78x87cm Size 82x72x87cm Size:82x72x87cm Size 120x60.5x60,5cm Size:®60.5x60.5cm Size:® 111x74cm

Brighthome 10
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01

Tasting the rhythms between life and living, this series of products is bestowed with classic and 
modem styles. In this series of matching products, we choose modern and classic styles, and 

at the same time, we mate brave innovations in the combination of materials, to give a peaceful, 

grand, elegant and harmonious home atmosphere by different wa/s. Sized 68x94x75cm Sized 00x94x75cm Sized 20x72x50cm

 02





05

The preference of a human life is actually a reflectbn of his 
conrotation. For the concise and etegant sofas in the space 
of fashbns, no matter used separately or in combination, they 
lookelegant and graceful, exactly reflecting our composure and 
calmness when in face of the urban life with great wisdom.

ROCOCO

Size:78x80x66cm Size:71x71x76cm Size $51x48cm Size: $103x81 cm
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07

Sit leisurely in such fashionable and comfortabfe space, then abundant sense of happiness 
will arise for no reason. Or, the home master likes natural and elegant thins, alternatively, such 

feeling is inherent deep down inside. Open the heart and work hard, all for possession of such a 
fashionable, elegant and comfortable home. Size:168x95x75cm Size:97x95x75cm Size 120x72x49cm

 08



S ize 'll 0x64x82cm Size:63x64x82cm Size:90x59x47cm

Dual functions of utility and decoration are always too 
attractive to be put aside, just like the home product in 
front. The creative pattern design enables it to blend in any 
fashion space, while the elegant overall design allows it to 
escape from space, ordinary but not ignorable.

Size:55x55x78.5cm Size:200x100x78cm

10
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Buffett Leisure Set i
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Size 62x64 .5x86cm Size (J) 60x60cm 

BUFFETT Series 



Clean line, point, plane combinations bring 
unparalleled sense of conciseness and 
comfort. While the blending of color and 
material compromises the rationality and 
rigidity that seem excessive originally and adds 
somewhat warmth and gentle. Such subtle 
change is available to feel even in service.

BP-8019A

Buffett Sofa

Sized 43x70x86cm Size:72x70x86cm Sized 00x65x50cm

01 02
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Clean line, point, plane combinations bring unparalleled sense of conciseness and 
comfort. White the blending of color and material compromises the rationality and rigidity 
that seem excessive originally and adds somewhat warmth and gentle. Such subtle 
change is available to feel even in service.

03

BP-3017

Buffett Dining Set

Size:72X70X86cm Sized 80X90X77.5cm Size 200x100x77 5cm

nn
Size ©100x71cm Size: ©100x75cm

 04
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Clean line, point, plane combinations bring unparalleled sense of conciseness and 
comfort. White the blending of color and material compromises the rationality and rigidity 
that seem excessive originally and adds somewhat warmth and gentle. Such subtle 
change is available to feel even in service.

05

BP-3030A-A

Size:62x64 5x86cm Size 180x90x77 5cm Size:®100x75cmSize ®  100x71 cm

 06
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\ Pastoral Swing / 
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Size 122x120x223cm 

NATURAL SERIES 





03

In urban life, there are always too many worries and game rules. So there are always people 
sighing that the life is rrore like acting a play, and we always lose ourselves in this play. Among 
a huge crowd of people, every people is eager to get back their individualities lost without 
notice. Thanks to the common states of mind and eagemess of the modernists, the home 
furnishing with individual demands is bom out of people's expectations.

Size:62x66x89cm Size! 56x66x115cm

 04
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Size:129x64x90.5cm Size 62x66x89cm Size 90x60x52.5cm  Size: Cl> 61x62cm 
Size 62x66x89cm 

BP-3056

�
S

Is� 
I ---- •. 

\ ! 

\ Leat Dining Se
/ 

,_____________ ... 

 Size: Cl) 80x73cm  Size: Cl) 90x75cm 
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The living space paying attention to the harm::,ny and care, the 

rgorous m::,dellng style and the high quality v,ork are combined 

closely, giving 1:xJOple a sense of beauty. In processing, the 

product seeks for rigorous attitudes to satisfy the profound sense 

of beauty. Tre skilWul combinatbn of cu,ves and straight lines 

ensures a comfortable use . 

..------.. 

(BP-269� 

( -"3-,J,�  ) 
�

f Leisure
/ 

-

Size 62x66x89cm  Size CD 61 x62cm Size: CD 60x58cm 

08 
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The fashionable design concept brings infinite space of imagination for the high quality 
furnishing life. Even acornrronly seen sofa is not limited within the scope of use, it, d ie  
to a  fashionable design based on the corrfcrtabfe use, also creates endless functions o f 

decoration while ensuring a  convenient use.



isP-SO� 
( 
\ Pastoral Swing i

��-·/ 
Size:122x120x223cm 

11 

7 

The ami3ble, natural and m:xlem high-rise homes no bnger express 
their desires for comfort by the vanity. A square and a corner often 
find their unity in the functions and good tastes. Experiencing a kind 
of simple and naturBI life style hidden under the urban prosperity 
originates from a comfortable feeling of the inner heart. 

Size 201 x70x45.5cm Size (!)60x58cm 
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The concise appaarance cannot hide the shocking charms. With the delicate design, the product sets an 

example for the decorations of m:dern homes and its practicality. In expressing the lines, the product is 

concise, clear and direct. It is clear at a glarce whila provided with distinct edges and comers. Brave enough

to break th1ough the traditional styles, the product displays its uniqueness by colors. 

f{�� L 

Size:73x70x83cm 

1111 
Size- (J) 59x55cm 

�Ill. ,[[\,... ll . 

Size:62x61 x86cm Size: (J) 89.9x74cm 

14 



\  Leisure Combine Daybed /
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Size 80x81x64cm  S1ze75x55x27 cm Size 80x51x66cm 

LEISU� Series 



01 

It is a free and rel<!Xed life, a combination of high qu81ity, environmental protectbn and he81th, an 

Inspiration eml:xxJying the life direction of the modernists, a sense of achiavement and creativity. In 

modelln;i language, the pro:!uct is of high skill, concise and vibrant, and majestic. The combination of

few lines and facades fully displays the top luxury of the livin;i roonns. 

/-�--�.,� 
I \ 
( BP-8032 \ 

(  l 
\
\ 

Leisure Combine Sofa J

� __,/ _____ ,..,.,. 

Size 130x75x72 .5cm  Size46x46x31 cm 
I

Size 109x61 x38cm 

02 
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The life is ro calm and touchiri;i, whbh means creation of p assion, higher 
quality and standards. What the calm life chooses is always what is most 

su itable to oursel-Rs. Sometimes, it is simple or luxurious. But no matter 

what time it is, it is calm with torn eegance.

/,,. . .,, ..... �·-·---�,.�
I \ 

/ BP-8029 \ I ---- i
\ I 
\ Leisure Combine Daybed / 

\_______ // 
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 Size:80x81x95cm Size 80x51x66cm Size 67x55x36cm 
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LEISU� 
The reasons why designers exercise the conrotation of history and genuineness of noble to 

ensure outstanding attributes of sofas for your suparior and unique taste are that they know 

noble and dignity originates from bng studying of history and humanities, grace and elegance 

deri,es flom materialism and trueness. 
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Olive Rocking Chair /
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Size 60X112x88cm  Size CD 61x62cm 
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BH-C1040
Chair

BH-C1042
Chair

All kinds of furniture products can integrate different styles. Clear-cut lines and planes 
constitute the strong and graceful profile. Irregular shapes seem casual and random, 
but original and surprising. Compact and poised feelings are secured with simple 
geometric designs. Whichever design is perfect in quality.

BH-C1039
Chair

BH-C1044A
Chair

BH-C1044
Chair

BH-C1045
Chair

BH-C1043
Chair

BH-C1046
Chair

BH-C1047
Chair

BH-C1048
Chair
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Laybed
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Br\-6019

Laybed

Br\-697

Laybed

Br\-6023

Laybed

\ 
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ei;-0022

Laybed 

Br\-6025

La'/lled
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